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A nice linear trend seen in a Bischke plot does not necessarily
means that the stratigraphy is correct, thus:

A forced layer cake stratigraphy could appear perfect using a 
Bischke Plot or any of the modified Multiple Bischke Plot Analysis.

In all cases isopach, paleogeographic and net to gross maps
need to be used in order to validate the MBPA findings.

Any conclusion from a Multiple Bischke Plot Analysis needs to be 
corroborated by other lines of evidence especially dipmeter or 
pressure data. 
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It is vital to integrate and understand well deviation and bed dips; this is especially true 
when interpreting stacked Bischke plots for which a correction for the well deviation is 
necessary in order to compare isochores.

The Multiple  Bischke Plot Analysis is a very powerful tool:

- To objectively validate or review any existing geological or seismic 
correlation consisting of at least 10 markers

- To identify or confirm unconformities, sequence boundaries, wrong 
correlations or low angle fault planes

- To help understand large folded complex structures in the
absence of dipmeter data

However it will not do the correlation for you nor will it give a solution 
if the correlation is completely wrong. 

It will however help identify zones which need revisions or help
define limits between areas of coherent stratigraphic correlation.

The MBPA helps focus on the real problem, saving time and money.
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